PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Thursday, February 5, 2015 - Morning Session
Optional Workshop - Located at the UVM Sim Lab, Burlington
7:00 am               Registration and Continental Breakfast
7:30 - 1:00 pm       Hands-on Ultrasound Skills Workshop
                      • Lung Ultrasounds
                      • Point of Care Echocardiography
                      • Renal/Bladder Ultrasound
                      • Ultrasound of the Aorta & IVC
                      • Abdominal/GI Ultrasound
1:00 pm              Adjourn

Thursday, February 5, 2015 - Afternoon Session
4:00 pm               Registration, Refreshments and Exhibits
4:30                  Keynote Address: Innovations in Improving Patient Satisfaction and Family Communication.
                      Richard Siegrist, MD
5:15                  Update in the Management of Plural Effusions
                      Garth Garrison, MD
6:00                  BREAK
6:15                  GI Bleed
                      Nicholas Ferrentino, MD
7:00                  Quick Hits: Update in Consultative Medicine
                      Steven Grant, MD, FHM
7:30                  Adjourn - Welcome Reception

Friday, February 6, 2015 - Morning Session
7:00 am               Continental Breakfast and Exhibits
7:30                  High Value Care: Choose your Project Wisely
                      Justin Stinnett-Donnelly, MD
8:15                  Lyme Disease
                      Kristen Pierce, MD
9:00                  BREAK
9:15                  Quick Hits: Update in Hospital Medicine
                      Allen Repp, MD, MS, FHM, FACP
8:15                  Acute Exacerbation of COPD
                      Jaspinder Sra, MD
9:00                  BREAK
9:15                  Quick Hits: Improving ECG Interpretation Skills
                      Joseph Winget, MD
9:45                  Closing Address: Hospitalist Identity
                      Joseph Li, MD, SFHM, FACP
10:30                 Conference Adjourns

Friday, February 6, 2015 - Afternoon Session
4:00 pm               Refreshments and Exhibits
4:30                  Ebola: Implications for Hospitals and Hospitalists
                      Kemper Alston, MD, MPH
5:15                  Acute Pain Management in the Opioid Tolerant Patient
                      Kathleen MacDonald, MD
6:00                  BREAK
6:15                  Is This a Surgical Patient?
                      Jesse Moore, MD, FACS
7:00                  Quick Hits: Does This Patient Need Dialysis?
                      Virginia Hood, MBBS, MPH
7:30                  Adjourn

Saturday, February 7, 2015 - Morning Session
7:00 am               Continental Breakfast and Exhibits
7:30                  Delirium, Falls, and Opportunities: Strategies to Enhance the Care of Hospitalized Elders
                      Melissa Mattison, MD, SFHM
8:15                  Acute Exacerbation of COPD
                      Jaspinder Sra, MD
9:00                  BREAK
9:15                  Quick Hits: Improving ECG Interpretation Skills
                      Joseph Winget, MD
9:45                  Closing Address: Hospitalist Identity
                      Joseph Li, MD, SFHM, FACP
10:30                 Conference Adjourns